The lost kitten - A reading and listening comprehension
It’s a nice, sunny Saturday afternoon and Simon and Luna don’t know what to do. “Let’s
go to the park!”, says Simon. “That is a great idea!”, Luna answers and puts on her
shoes. Then they leave the house and take their bikes with them. After they arrive at the
park they lock their bikes up. Simon and Luna go over to the playground. Luna goes on
the swing and Simon climbs on the tree. Then they suddenly hear a “Meow” next to
Simon on the tree. Simon looks to the left and sees a little kitten next to him. The little
black kitten looks at Simon scared. “Look Luna, I don’t think it knows how to get off the
tree!”, says Simon. “Oh no! Help the kitten.”, Luna answers hysterically. Simon carefully
picks up the kitten and puts it on the ground, but the kitten doesn’t move. “I think she
likes us! Can we keep her Simon?”, Luna asks. “No, I think she belongs to someone.
Let’s go home and try to find the owner!”, says Simon. Luna wraps the kitten into her
jacket and puts it into her bicycle basket. Then they drive home again. At home, they
give the little kitten some milk. Luna’s and Simon’s mum helps them print pictures of the
kitten to hang them up outside. After printing out the pictures, Simon and Luna go and
stick them onto every tree in the neighborhood.
In the evening Luna sits on the sofa with the kitten in her arms. Suddenly they get a call.
It’s the owner of the kitten. Luna looks sad, but she knows that she must give the little
kitten back. On the next day the owner, a nice elderly woman, comes to pick her up. As
a thank you she gives Simon and Luna some chocolate, but Luna is still sad. Later that
day the children’s mum leaves the house to do some shopping and comes back shortly
after with a little grey kitten in her arm which she gives to Luna.
Quiz
true
1. Luna and Simon go to the park on the train.
2. Luna and Simon eat their sandwiches on the playground.
3. The little kitten sits on the tree next to Simon.
4. Simon helps the little kitten to get off the tree.
5. The little kitten is black and white.
6. Luna gives the kitten a name.
7. Luna and Simon take the kitten home.
8. Luna’s and Simon’s mother strokes the little kitten.
9. Their mother takes the little kitten to the shelter.
10. The owner of the little kitten is called Martha.
11. Luna’s and Simon’s mother comes home with a new kitten.
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Quiz - Solutions
true

false
X

1. Luna and Simon go to the park on the train.

X

2. Luna and Simon eat their sandwiches on the playground.
3. The little kitten sits on the tree next to Simon.

X

4. Simon helps the little kitten to get off the tree.

X

5. The little kitten is black and white.

X

6. Luna gives the kitten a name.

X

7. Luna and Simon take the kitten home.

X
X

8. Luna’s and Simon’s mother stroke the little kitten.
9. Their mother takes the little kitten to the shelter.

X

10. The owner of the little kitten is called Martha.
11. Luna’s and Simon’s mother comes home with a new kitten.
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